
... so much more

RTI Edge can help  
manage all RTI data  

with one system.
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Identify

About RTI Edge
RTI Edge Web-based Complete Response to 
Intervention & Academic Management System 
was developed by Broome-Tioga BOCES, 
with more than 30-plus years experience in 
Special Education Management Systems. Our 
systems have been used to track AIS since the 
initiative’s adoption by the NYS Department of 
Education.

The software is developed using the the cost-
effective sharing of services model, allowing 
your Regional Information Center to offer the 

RTI Edge software to districts with no  
licensing fees. 

RTI Edge makes the tasks of identifying, 
planning, tracking, and reporting Intervention 
Services faster and easier. The system is 
a complete RTI tracking and management  
program that allows districts to track all 
student universal screenings, goals, progress 
monitoring, interventions, meetings, parent 
notification, generate letters/student plans,  
and run reports.

Identify - With the ability to review universal screening data for all 
students, RTI Edge makes it easy to identify at risk students before they fail. 
Academic assessment scores can be imported saving time and reducing 
data entry duplication.

Plan - Work collaboratively online to develop more effective plans to 
better serve the student’s individual needs.  Progress Monitor student 
performance to predict student success.

Track - Intervention history can be viewed per student, over the year or 
many years. In addition, track student attendance per AIS/RTI intervention, 
discipline data and progress monitoring data to get a complete picture of the 
student’s individual needs and progress. 

Report - Quickly produce graphs, progress reporting, state reporting, and 
custom reporting to make decisions based on data.  Create custom letters/
plans starting with letter templates or create from scratch.

Your District Can:

Respond



Track
Response to Intervention (RTI) 
RTI Edge’s Response to Intervention solution allows districts to track all 
universal screenings, diagnostic assessments, state test results, student 
interventions based on specific skill focuses, set individualized goals 
based on student needs, progress monitor, generate letters/student 
plans, and easily run reports to make better informed decisions based 
on student performance. RTI Edge also includes extensive reporting and 
graphing, such as Universal Screening Longitudinal, RTI Tier Transitions, 
Student RTI Referrals, RTI Risk Level Staus and much more... 

Academic Intervention Services (AIS)
With RTI Edge’s integrated solution, districts can easily manage Aca-
demic Intervention instruction beyond the general curriculum to identify 
students at risk of not achieving New York State Learning Standards. 
Designed to improve academic performance, they may include academic, 
attendance, behavior, guidance, counseling, and study skills.

Data Warehouse - NCLB Funding 
RTI Edge’s data warehouse solution meets all of New York State’s  
reporting requirements. With our networking relationship with SED, we 
ensure our products meet the latest requirements so that districts can  
rest assured they are submitting the most accurate data. 

Data Team Meetings
With RTI Edge, manage CST, IST, or RTI data team meetings more 
efficiently with the meeting scheduler, auto e-mail notification, and 
meeting minutes tracking. Easily access all student data, including 
attendance, discipline, test data, response to intervention services,  
and student progress while at a team meeting. Make decisions based  
on student data.

Document Storage
RTI Edge offers a complete document storage solution, at no additional 
cost, with the ability to finalize student AIS/RTI plans as a PDF. There is 
also the ability to upload additional PDF attachments for each student.  

All Inclusive Solutions



To find out more about RTI Edge,
call 866-656-5738 or visit

RTIEdge.com.
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Our Mission:  
To empower school districts with quality, compliant software solutions to manage 
student special needs in an easy-to-use, yet robust data system with exceptional 
support. We strive to provide a system that is flexible, user-friendly, cost effective, 
and responsive to the needs of the individual districts.

With RTI Edge’s complete and integrated solution, your district can:

  Benchmark ALL students three times a year.
  Review benchmark results easily with one click.
  Easily identify struggling learners.
  Graph student and class performance.
  Predict student success. 
  Track interventions based on unique student needs.
  Progress monitor goal performance.
  Generate RTI forms/letters/plans quickly.
  Track RTI data team meetings and e-mail agendas.
  Make data-based decisions.
  Reduce special education referrals.
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